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TpyrnHX 3. E4 • 10745 
Ypae11ee11e n11nnMaHa-Weeurepe B OCQBDDRTOpHOM 6a3HCe 
llDR 38118qll Ha CBll38HHoe COCTORBHe Tpex H)'KDOHOB 

MaTp11qeL1A sneMeBT n -qa~TH'luoA ceo6oaeoA tjiyeKneH rpHna e ocuen
neTopuoM 6aaace npeacTaenee e BHllB 011u0Mepuoro HHTerpana, yqo6eoro 
ane npaKT11qeCKllX BLl'lllCneaeA. HcXOAll H3 YPBBHBHHll n11nnMaua-WBHHrepe, 
nonyqeHe 6onee 6L1CTpae CXOABMOCTb B pacqeTe SHepr11H CBll3H Tpex HYK
noeoe no cpaeeeee10 c MBTOllOM aearoean11oan11H suepreTH'lecKoA MBTPHUht. 
H oebtM MeTonoM pace Ma tp11saeTc11 acHMDTOTHqec1rne noee11eeee eonHoeoA 
cfiYllKUHH TPex qaCTHU np11 ecnoni.aoeaue11 ee nuoro npeacTaensHBR. 

Pa60TB Bb!DODHBHB B ne6opaTOpHH TeopBTH'IBCKOll tjiH3HKH OHffH. 

OpenpnT Oheaaaeuoro UCTHYT& •.1epn11 •CCM.IHIUllll. Jly6 .. 1977 

Truhlik E. 

Lippman-Schwinger Eqation in the 
Harmonic-Oscillator Basis for the 
Trinucleon Bound-State Problem 

E4 • 10745 

The matrix element of the n -body free Green function 
between the harmonic-oscillator states has been brought 
into thP form of a one-dimensional integral vhich is use
ful for practical calculations. Using the explicit expan
sion for the three-body wave function, its asymptotic 
form is derived by a new method. Starting vith the Lipp
man-Schwinger equation, better convergence for the bind
ing energy calculations is obtaine( as compared with the 
method of the diagonalization of the energy matrix. 

The investigation has been performed at the 
Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 

Preprlllt of tbe Jolllt InaUtute for Nuclear Reaearch. Duba& 117'1 



1. INTRODUCTION 

Several years ago the problem of the tri
nucleon ground-state was extensively studi
edl 11 by the method of the diagonalization 
of the energy matrix (DEM) built up from 
the Reid soft-core interaction/2/ in a har
monic-oscillator basis. Strayer and Sauer/~ 
improved these calculations by enlarging 
the basis considerably. Their results are 
compatible with those derived by other me
thods/a/. The convergence of some of the 
basic three-nucleon bound-state quantities 
like the binding energy and a-state proba
bility was lacking, however. 

It is known, that this trouble lies in 
the form of the spatial dependence of the 
oscillator wave functions. A great number 
of them is needed to build up a realistic 
three-nucleon wave function which (a) is 
strongly suppressed at small relative dis
tances and (b) decreases exponentially at 
large relative distances/4/. The complica
tions arising from (a) can be partly avoided 
by using the super-soft-core two-nucleon 
potentials /s/. 

Nunber g, Pace and Prosper i/6/ at tempted 
to solve the problem by introducing two 
oscillator radii instead of the usual one. 
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The employment of another nonlinear parameter 
gave them a tool to change once more the 
radial form of the oscillator wave functions 
so that the convergence would be better. n1ey 
estimated that they improved it by• 0.2 M~V 
in the binding energy, at the maximum number 
of oscillator quanta Qmax = 36. 

In this paper we attempt to make the con
vergence of the three-nucleon binding energy 
calculations better using the Lippman
Schwinger (LS) equation. This approach is 
based on the observation h.s/ that the in
correct asymptotic behaviour of the wave 
function from the DEM method is <lue to the 
truncation of the basis in which the kinetic 
energy operator is acting. Quite recently, 
this method has been used/9/to solve the 
two-centre problem with realistic potentials. 
A potential V was expanded in terms of har-

monic oscillator functions V ... ~li><i\Vlj><j\. 
Thus, the resulting approximatiiion to V is 
a rank-N separable potential, and the well
known methods can be applied to solve the 
problem. 

Here, we consider the problem more for
mally and use rather the completeness of 
the basis to simplify the treatment of the 
kernel of the LS equation. The formalism 
needed for practical calculations is des
cribed in sec. 2. The numerical results for 
the triton binding energy are given in sec. 
3.1. Our main results concerning the three
body wave function properties are presented 
and discussed in sect. 3.2. 
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2. FORMAL I SM 

Let us write down the LS equation for the 
trinucleon bound-state problem 

l'P > =-Go<E>Vj'I'>. (1) 

In eq. (1) the Green function G0 <E> is 

(2) 

where E is the energy eigenvalue and 110 is 
the kinetic energy operator of the system. 
Further, V stands for the opera tor of the 
potential energy and is equal to the sum of 
the two-nucleon potentials. Using the comp
leteness of the basis constructed/I0,3/from 
the harmonic oscillator functions <rlnf > 
= b-~/2 R 0y <r/b > ( b is the oscillator length 
parameter, b,,,(h/coM>112where_,,, is the oscillator 
frequency and M is the nucleon mass), we 
write eq. (1) as 

I 'I'> .. -. ~ G0 <E >I i > < i I v I i > < i 1 'V > . 
l.j . 

(3) 

\\e define the basis states lk>(k=i,j)accord
ing to eq. (2) of ref.1 31. 

In principle, the sums in eq. (3) contain 
an infinite number of terms. We take the 
first N1 (Ni l of them for the sum over i(j). 
We do not demand that Ni = N .• The reason 
is that the sum over i may turn out to be 
saturated easier than the sum over i . The 
equality N ... N. would just mean waste of the 
computer timeJwhen performing the sum over 

numerically. 
Now we transform eq. (3) into the system 

of homogeneous equations for the coeffici
ents ck z<kl'I' > 
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N- Ni . 

ck =-t I <kl'G <E>I i><if'Vli>c
1

, k=l, ••• ,N .• 
~l~l 0 I (4) 

It is immediately seen that the problem of 
solution of eq. (1) is simplified conside
rably. In eq. (4) the potential energy matrix 
<ii VI j> is the same as in the DEM method .. 
here we use the Eikemeier-Hackenbroich poten
tia1/11/. This potential has the core of 
• 800 MeV and reproduces satisfactorily the 
nucleon-nucleon phase shifts in the singlet
even and triplet-even states up to 300 MeV 
and the binding energy of the deuteron. 

We restrict ourselves to the trinucleon 
symmetric S -state. In this case the matrix 
element of the Gr.een function G0 <E> between 
the oscillator states Ii> and f k> is 

'+ii' <k!G0 <E>li> ,.,_I (-1> 2 ---------

~ ia ia'ia -; co+s ><l+B , , >1112 
} 2 J 2 n

1 
n 

2 
n
1

n
2 

t even . . . . . . . ., 
x< n l, n t ,OI n t,n f>< n 't,n'f,OI n'l', n 't'>.F <w,a >. 

I 2 I 2 I 2 I 2 n j, ,ia 'ii ' 

2 

(5) 

I 2 l 2 

The sum in eq. (5) is restricted by the 
conditions 

n+n +l .. ii +ii +t .. Jl 
2 I 2 2 

• Q' 
n'+n'+t'-n'+n'+t,.,-. 

(6) 

1 2 1 2 2 
The numbers of the oscillator quanta Q 

and Q'are related to the states lk> and Ii>, 
respectively. The sum over i in eq. (4) is 
different from zero, only if the selection 
rule 
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!_(Q+Q'} +f +f' =even 
2 (7) 

is satisfied. Due to this restriction about 
one half of the terms is ruled out. 

The symbols of the type <i\ 0

f .~ f LI n f ,n f > 
stand for the Moshinsky transfbrifuttioA 1coe2f
ficients /lo/ . 

fl f2··· l, 
The function F· · · .,. , · ,(w,a) "I n2 ... "r 'nl ~ ••• nr 

(in 

our case r= 2 
integral 

and~ =1'2= r ) is the r -dimensional 

F .~1 ~2· .:~ ( w , a ) = 
"I n2 ... n, , ~,~, •• ."n; 

.. oo "" ( {I R. f <I\ l R:. 't (pk l P~ ( dpk 
_!_ J J ••• J lr.zl \ Ir. '\ k 

w11 O O 0 ( f p 2 ) + a 2 

Ir.el k 

(8) 

In eq. (8) h !- (k..,1,2, .. .,r) are the absnlute 
values of the Jacobi momenta of the <r+l )
body problem/lo/ and 

2E 
a2 = - --

w1i 
(9) 

For the practical calculations the follow
ing integral representation of the function 
F is useful 

fl "r2 .. .f r 
F. • • • , . , . , (G<i ,al 

n n ...... n ,n n ....... n 
l 2 r l 2 r 

2 
r • • • 3 n r (n +n'+f +-) 

k•l kklr.2 
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I. ( ~ +~k,) 
"" -a2 z Z k"" I r • • • • i l 

xfdze -------· II F (-n .-\ ;-n -n'---; 1 -- ). 
0 r • • • 3 k= I k k k 2 z2 

I < '\+n '+ f +-'- > 
k=l k k 2 

(l+z) 
( 10) 

Here l~(a) and F<a,f'~;y;x > are the gamma and 
hypergeomet:iic functions / 12/. respect iv el y. 

In order that the system of equations, eq. 
(4) be solvable, the condition 

Ni 
Detl•'\ +I <kJG0 <E>li><i!Vli>J=0, j,k=l, ...• N .. (11) 

J i=I J 

must hold. This equation defines the energy 
eigenvalues of the problem. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3 .1. The three-nucleon bind.'.!!&_ 
~neE_gr 

We found numerically the lowest energy 
eigenvalue as the function of three non-
linear parameters b,Ni and Ni • The results 
are presented in tables 1 and 2. 

TJ,", convergence for Qmax = 20 ( N. = 67) 
is similar to the case when QmaI = lS (tab
le 1). It is seen from table 1 that the sum 
over i in eq. (4) is saturated for N1 = 53 
(18 oscillator quanta). 

In table 3 we present the results derived 
within the DEM method for the same potenti
al /11/ (see also ref. /t3/ ) . The comparison of 
tables 2 and 3 shows that the convergence 
in the binding energy for the LS equation 
is better. 
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Table 1 
The triton ground-state energy -E (in MeV) 
from cq. (4) as a function of the number Ni 
of the intermediate states li> and of the 
oscillator length b (in frn); the dimension 
of the <let~rminant is 41 ( Qmu = 16). 

Ni 
b :, 7 41 45 49 53 

. 7 6.38 6.31 6.37 6 .40 

. 8 6.42 6.47 6.50 6.51 6.51 

. 9 6.33 6.38 6.37 6.35 

Table 2 
The triton ground-state energy Emin (in MeV) 
from eq. (4) as a function of the number Ni 
of the basis states corresponding to the 
total nun1ber of oscillator quanta Qma11: ; b = 
= 0.8 fm and the number of intermediate 
state5!i > , taken into account, Ni = 53 
(18 oscillator quanta). 

N. <Q J max 41(16) 67 (20) 

6.51 6.65 
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Table 3 

The triton gorund-state energy Emio (in MeV) 
from the DEM method as a function of the 
total number of oscillator quanta Qmu; b = 

= 0.9 fm 

Qmax 16 20 24 28 

5.93 6.40 6.64 6.76 

The other investigations of the triton 
ground-state en·ergy E min with the potential 
used here give 6.98 MeV /14/, 7 .oo Mev/141,and 
7. 03 MeV /J 6/. 

Strayer and Sauer/3/ estimated that due to 
the lack of convergence their computed 
binding energy was about 0.5 MeV too small 
than the extrapo~ated ground-state energy 
(this extrapolated value is in agreement 
with the value from other calculations).Here 
we see, that using the super-soft-core poten
tial, the rate of convergence in the DEM 
method is better. 

we 

3.Z. The three-nucleon wave function 

Solving eq. (4) for the coefficients ck 
obtain the wave function of the problem 

1'1'> --~i,G <E>ji>d 
izl O j ' 

(12) 

with 
N. 

di .. .I' <ii VI i> c .. 
j=1 J 

(13) 
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The coefficients cj are also restricted by 
the normalization of the function I~>. 

In the coordinate representation, the 
wave function from both the LS equation and 
the DEM method is of the form . 

N ~ + L A 

~ -r It 2 1/2 (-1) I 2 ':" • 
~(x1.x2>=I I\( ).I. . Y ,<x

1
)Y*,(x) 

k=I 1+8 n1nlrfl(2/+lll/2 'rm ~m 2 
"J D2 

l even 

In eq. (14) Nit"' N 1 for the wave function 
from the LS equation and Nit .. Ni for tqe DEM 
method. The sums over k= (n

1
nj> and <i\iil>are 

restricted by the conditions of eq. (6); 
the coefficients Dk=-<2/'fk,,l~with dk from 
eq. (13) for the LS equation. For the DEM 
method D1t result from the diagonalization 
procedure. Further,O<S,T>is the spin-isospin 
wave function. We cho~s~ the dimensionless 
interqal coordinates"• ,x

2 
according to 

refs .110,a/ 

"f r .. .. x, ~ -= ( x, -ll 2 ) ' 
v'2 (15) 

"! 1 .. .. .. 
x = -- ( x + x -2x..). 

2 .JS I 2 3 

At last for the wave function from the 
LS equation 

I l ( x , i ) • f
00 

G l (it , i ; Z )dz , 
' ' I 2 ' ' I 2 
'\ 

0
2 0 °1 °2 

(16) 
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where 

and 

0

Y+L • 2 
x L· 2 ( x I 

"1 l - 4z2 

n I!~ 2 
N - 2( 

• I 
p~ -

> L. 2 
n 

2 

. . . :~ ' . . 3 
I (n d+->1 (n~P+-) 

I 2 ~ 2 
u 

• 2 
x2 ----), 

- 4z2 

" ., 
f ( x x ) 

I 2 

~2 + ~2 
I 2 

2( 1+2z) 

(17) 

(18) 

The function L
0 

(t) is the Laguerr·e polyno-
mial/'~. For the DEM method 

(19) 

withN from eq. (18). 
It is the factorcxp[-<~2 +x2 l!21 in eq. (19) 

which dictates the asymp~oiic behaviour of 
the wave function from the DEM method and 
forces it to go down too rapidly. In eq. 
~17) the effect of this factor is reduced by 
the denominator <1+2z>. 

Consider now the asymptotics of the func
tion JD (x ,x >from eqs. (16)-(18) 

00 I 2 
p2 

0 oo -a2z--- i' 
I Cx ,x )., f e 2(1+2z): • .L, p2=x2+x2. (ZOJ 
00 1 2 O (1+2z)3 I 2 
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After some simple transformations we 
obtain 

1°<x.x>"' 
00 I' 2 

e-af' 

p 5/2 

a=(-2E )y,. 
fiw 

(21) 

Generally it can be shown that the func
tion from the.LS equation (eqs. (14), (16)
(18)) has the asymptotic form, eq. (21). 
The proof will be given elsewhere. 

The asymptotic shape of the typeexp(-apl/ps/ 2 

for the trinucleon bound-state function was 
derived from the Faddeev equations by Mer
kuriev/~ (true three-body asymptotic form). 

It follows that the wave function build 
up here from the LS equation is more correct 
than that obtained by the DEM method (eqs. 
(14) , (19)) . Consequent! y, the convergence 
in the binding energy calculations is also 
better (see tables 2 and 3). 

My thanks are to Dr. M.Gmitro, Dr. L.Maj
ling and Dr.J.Revai for useful discussions. 
The help in programming by E.D.Fediunkin is 
also acknow1~dged. 
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